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The three pillars of retirement are social security, company pensions and private savings—the
contributions from society, business and personal and family savings including insurance—
each of these pillars is confronted with a variety of asset-liability problems. Optimizing the
Aging, Retirement, and Pensions Dilemma looks at these challenges from a micro and macro
perspective to discuss how we might support a high percentage of the retiring population.

THE THREE PILLARS OF RETIREMENT

• Social security • Company pensions • Private savings
Tackle the asset-liability problems within each pillar through
the insights and guidance offered in this essential volume.
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“Aging populations in developed nations raise many challenges, and capital markets
will play a critical role in addressing them. This volume offers a coherent and
concise introduction to the financial economic framework that will be vital for
analyzing and ultimately resolving these challenges.”
—James Poterba, Mitsui Professor of Economics,
MIT, and President, National Bureau of Economic Research
“An impressive collection of ideas and information. This will be a valuable reference
and resource for investors, advisors, and fiduciaries.”
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author of Beat the Dealer and Beat the Market
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